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The Sea is a challenging world where often we have to operate at the limit of human capability. The complexity of this environment is balanced by the richness of its opportunities and we have to address a broad area of expertise as well as multiple sectors and topics to succeed over there; so, in this context, the modern methods of Modelling & Simulation (M&S) represent a strategic science; therefore simulation is the essential investigation tool able to extend our capabilities to study and analyze multidisciplinary problems within virtual interoperable worlds and to experiment new concepts and new strategies. Hence, the Workshop "Simulation and the Sea" focuses on how to operate effectively and efficiently in the context of port & logistics, maritime navigation & shipping, oil & gas activities, defense and homeland security.
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Sim & Sea Sponsor:
12:00 – 13:00 Lunch break

Agreements: with Bars for Sim & Sea Badge holders:

- **La Banchina**: [http://www.labanchina.it/](http://www.labanchina.it/)
  (first course + drink 10 €)
  (first course + drink + coffee 11 €)

- **Old Port Bar**: [http://www.oldport.it/](http://www.oldport.it/)
  (bill -2 €)
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